CTruk AVENGER

CTruk Avenger is an amphibious rescue and survey vehicle that
can be carried on and launched from a CTruk 20T MPC or other
mother ship.
Capable of carrying four passengers, this vehicle was designed
to access the shallow waters and sand banks that render
offshore wind turbines inaccessible to other support vessels at
low tide.
The Avenger operates independently as a boat and can be
deployed swiftly into the water in seas of up to one metre via a
bespoke ramp system. Support and rescue access is excellent
whether in deep or shallow water or over land. Being carried by
and launched from a mother ship, there is no limit to Avenger’s
geographical range (the craft can operate up to three miles from
the mother vessel).
Following its success in the offshore wind market, this
amphibious craft has additional applications in disaster recovery,
deploying easily from a mother vessel to reach stricken coastal
areas following a natural disaster, or accessing communities cut
off by floodwater to deliver aid and supplies. Security patrol of
normally inaccessible areas is another role that the versatile
Avenger can easily fill.
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Main Particulars
➤

Length overall: 4.85m

➤

Beam overall: 2.65m

➤

Draft: 0.7m

➤

Lightship: 0.8 tonnes

➤

Pax: 4

➤

Speed land: 20mph

➤

Speed water: 6mph

Classification
➤

MCA Certified Rescue Vessel
within 3 miles of mother vessel (24 hrs)

Propulsion
➤

Marine: 25 hp Yamaha

➤

Land: 26 hp Kohler

Other Equipment
➤

Automatic / manual self righting system

➤

Roll cage

➤

AIS class A

➤

GPS

➤

Stretcher with rescue package

➤

Flares

➤

Spotlights (directional)

➤

Navigation lights

➤

Horn

➤

VHF

➤

Medical kit

➤

Emergency retrieval frame

➤

Windfarm specific bow fendering

➤

Stretcher cradle

➤

Automatic / manual bilge pumps

➤

Fire extinguishers

➤

High-visibility colour scheme
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